
Abstract. Background/Aim: This work aimed to
prospectively evaluate the clinical significance of
circulating microparticles (MPs) in relation to thrombotic
risk factors and thrombotic complications in patients with
BCR/ABL1-negative myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN).
Patients and Methods: In a cohort of 206 patients with
MPN, MPs’ procoagulant activity was measured by the
Zymuphen functional assay in 429 samples, while platelet-
and erythrocyte-MPs were enumerated by flow cytometry
in 558 samples. Results: MPN patients had higher MP
levels than the control group. The levels of MPs were
higher in male patients, smokers, and those who were older
than 60 years, and in the presence of JAK2V617F mutation,
history of thrombosis, platelets >400×109/l, hematocrit
>45%, or leukocytes >10×109/l. Cytoreductive treatment
reduced MP levels, with anagrelide being associated with
lower MP levels than hydroxyurea. Conclusion: The
relationship with thrombotic risk factors indicates a
possible role of MPs in the complex thrombotic mechanism,
though cytoreductive treatment seems to affect this role
through reducing MP levels.

Circulating microparticles (MPs) are cell-derived vesicles
ranging in size between 0.1 and 1 μm; are non-nucleated,
have no synthetic capability, and contain a membrane

skeleton with antigens indicating their cellular origin (1).
Most commonly, MPs originate from platelets and
megakaryocytes but also erythrocytes, leukocytes,
endothelial cells, and tumor cells during activation or
apoptosis (1, 2). MPs enhance coagulation by exposing the
procoagulant anionic phosphatidylserine (PS) on their
surface and/or expressing functional tissue factor (TF) (3). A
higher level of MPs was detected in many pathological
conditions, including autoimmune, hematological,
cardiovascular, infectious, nephrological, and oncological
disorders (1). BCR-ABL1 negative myeloproliferative
neoplasms (MPN) belong to oncological disorders that have
been linked to elevated levels of MPs (4-8).

MPN are clonal myeloid disorders, including polycythemia
vera (PV), essential thrombocythemia (ET), and primary
myelofibrosis (PMF). Patients with MPN show excessive
proliferation of hematopoietic precursors in the bone marrow
leading to abundant levels of mature blood cells being released
into the circulation (9). Thrombosis is a common complication
of MPN that significantly impacts patients’ mortality, accounting
for the death of 33% of PV, 16% of ET, and 2% of PMF patients
(10-12). Thrombosis may occur at venous, arterial, or
microcirculatory sites and can be the first sign of MPN.
Management of MPN is based on predicting the risk of
thrombosis and starting treatment to prevent complications in
vulnerable patients (13). Thus, identifying prognostic factors is
the initial step in MPN patients. Thrombosis in MPN has been
linked to higher MPs levels, and utilization of MPs as a
surrogate biomarker of thrombosis has been suggested (6, 8, 14).

Patients and Methods
Patients. Analyses of MPs were conducted in a cohort of 206
patients diagnosed with BCR/ABL1-negative MPN according to the
WHO diagnostic criteria with a median age at diagnosis of 57
(range=28-78) years. Patients have been under follow-up since 2003
to the present time at the Department of Clinical Hematology of the
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University Hospital Brno, Czech Republic. Blood sampling for
examining MPs and a full blood count (FBC) was performed
concurrently for patients between the years 2016 and 2018 within
regular time intervals during their routine check-ups. The local
committee approved the analysis, and all patients signed informed
consent.

Thrombotic complications were recorded for all patients
according to the thrombosis site as arterial events (ATE), venous
(VTE), and microvascular disturbance (MVD). Thrombotic events
were classified according to the time of event as occurring after
diagnosis (during the follow-up) or within one month before
diagnosis (at diagnosis). Any event that occurred before this period
was considered as a history of thrombosis (before diagnosis). At the
end of the study, 156 patients were on cytoreductive therapy: 73
patients were on anagrelide (ANA); 37 on hydroxyurea (HU); 10
on interferon-alpha; 3 on ruxolitinib; and 33 on a combination of
two of the above agents. The characteristics of the patients are
summarized in Table I.

Pre-analytical conditions for examination of MPs. After using a
light tourniquet for a short period (<1 min), blood samples were
collected into the vacutainer system. Sodium citrate was used for
the examination of MPs, and EDTA was used for molecular studies
and FBC evaluation. To avoid inadvertent production of MPs: (i)
21-gauge needles were used for venipuncture; (ii) the first three

milliliters of blood were discarded; (iii) plasma was processed
within approximately 120 min; (iv) platelets with other large blood
components were excluded through a centrifugation process.

For quantification of MPs using flow cytometry (FCM), platelet-
poor-plasma (PPP) was preferred to avoid losing MPs. PPP was
prepared using a one-phase centrifugation process at 2,500×g for 15
min at room temperature (RT) to avoid breaks, which can affect the
credibility of the results. Then 200 ml of the plasma supernatant was
carefully moved into a polypropylene hemolysis tube with a
micropipette to avoid mixing the plasma with the cellular layer. The
plasma supernatant was then immediately processed for the FCM
examination.

To measure the procoagulant activity of MPs, platelet-free
plasma (PFP) was used so that samples could be stored frozen for
later analysis. PFP was reproduced using a centrifugation process at
1,500×g for 15 min at RT; then, the PPP supernatant was further
centrifuged for another 2 min at 13,000×g at RT and was then snap-
frozen at -80˚C. On the day of analysis, an aliquot of plasma was
thawed for 15 min at 37˚C before use. Thawed specimens were
stored at RT and tested within four hours.

Analytical conditions for the examination of MPs. The FCM assay
was performed by using FC500 Cytomics (Beckman Coulter,
Hialeah, FL, USA). After incubation of PPP with CD41-PC7
(Beckman Coulter), CD235a-PE, and annexin V-FITC (both from
EXBIO, Prague, Czech Republic) in Ca++ buffer, calibrated beads
FlowCount (Beckman Coulter) were added to enumerate the
detected MPs. The sample was immediately analyzed by a protocol
that uses Megamix beads (Biocytex, Marseille, France) for MPs size
gating. Platelet-derived MPs (PMPs) were identified as double-
positive annexin-V and CD41 (Beckman Coulter) events, while
erythrocyte-derived MPs (RMPs) were identified as double-positive
annexin-V and CD235a (EXBIO) events. The total number of
samples analyzed by FCM were 558, and the mean number of
samples obtained from patients was 2.7 samples per patient.

Measurement of the procoagulant activity levels of MPs (MP-
activity) in PFP by using a functional assay called Zymuphen MP-
activity (Hyphen Biomed, Neuville-sur-Oise, France). In this assay,
the diluted plasma samples are incubated with Factor Xa and
thrombin inhibitors in an ELISA plate coated with biotinylated
annexin V and streptavidin. After a washing step, Factor Xa and Va
are added together with prothrombin. Depending on the presence of
MPs, the FXa-FVa complex converts prothrombin to thrombin which
is directly proportional to the concentration of phospholipids on the
surface of MPs. The generated amount of thrombin is measured, and
results are expressed as nanomolar phosphatidylserine equivalent
(nmol/l). The total number of samples analyzed using the Zymuphen
assay were 429, and the mean number of samples obtained from
patients was 2.1 samples per patient.

Statistical analyses. Categorical variables are summarized as
absolute and relative frequencies, while continuous variables are
presented as median and interquartile range (IQR). Levels of PMPs,
RMPs, and MPs procoagulant activity were compared between
MPN patients and the control group, which consisted of 20 healthy
individuals. Linear mixed-effects models were applied to evaluate
the impact of different factors on the levels of MPs. Models
included the patient’s identification number as a random effect since
one patient had more than one examination of MPs. Original values
of MPs were log-transformed due to their log-normal distribution
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Table I. Characteristics of patients with BCR-ABL1 negative
myeloproliferative neoplasms.

N % (n=206)

Age                                                                              
Age >60 years                                                     87                     42.2

Gender
Male                                                                     91                     44.2
Female                                                               115                     55.8

MPN subtype
ET                                                                      119                     57.8
PV                                                                        51                     24.8
PMF                                                                     36                     17.4

Driver mutations
JAK2V617F                                                      155                     75.2
CALR                                                                  37                     18
MPL                                                                      4                       1.9

Triple-negative                                                       10                       4.9
Cardiovascular risk factors
Hypertension                                                     121                     58.7
Obesity/BMI>30                                                 28                     13.6
Hyperlipidemia                                                   51                     24.8
Diabetes mellitus                                                29                     14.1
Tobacco use                                                        57                     27.7

Thrombosis                                                                                          
Arterial events                                                    41                     19.9
Venous events                                                     36                     17.5
Microvascular disturbance                                   9                       4.4

Treatment
Cytoreductive therapy                                      156                     75.7

MPN: Myeloproliferative neoplasms; ET: essential thrombocythemia;
PV: polycythemia vera; PMF: primary myelofibrosis.



for the purpose of the model. Univariate models were followed by
multivariate ones, including sex, MPN type, age at MPs
examination, JAK2V617F status, tobacco smoking, thrombosis
occurrence before MPN diagnosis, and FBC values at the time of
MPs examination. All tests were performed as two-sided at the
significance level of alpha=0.05. Analyses were performed in IBM
SPSS Statistics and R software.

Results

The normal levels of MP-activity are usually less than 5
nmol/l. This was confirmed by the healthy group results,
where all values of the activity of MPs were lower than 5
(range=0-4.415) nmol/l. MPN patients were found to have
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Figure 1. Comparison between MPN patients and control group for the procoagulant activity of microparticles (A), count of platelet microparticles
(B), and count of erythrocyte microparticles (C).



higher levels of MPs than the control group. As shown in
Figure 1, MPN patients had significantly higher levels of
PMPs, RMPs, and MP-activity than healthy individuals,
(p=0.005, p=0.002, p<0.001, respectively).

Table II shows the values of MPs in relation to thrombotic
risk factors in MPN. MP-activity levels were related to sex
and age: its abnormal values were significantly increased in
males (p<0.001) and in patients who were >60 years old at
the time of MPN diagnosis (p=0.003). A similar relationship
was found in patients with a history of thrombotic events
before MPN diagnosis compared to those without such
events (p=0.017). Tobacco smoking was the only
cardiovascular risk factor associated with higher levels of
MP-activity (p=0.001). Other cardiovascular risk factors,
including hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus,
and obesity, did not affect the results of the examination of
MPs (data not shown). The presence of JAK2V617F mutation
was associated with increased PMPs count (p=0.022).
Although the difference in MP-activity and RMPs levels did
not show significant differences, average values were higher
in JAK2V617F-mutated patients (Table II). We found a
relation between the levels of MPs and the results of
concurrently performed FBCs, shown in Table II. Patients
presented with platelet count >400×109/l had significantly

increased PMPs count (p<0.001). Hematocrit >45% was
associated with significantly increased levels of PMPs and
MP-activity, respectively (p=0.002, p<0.001). Similarly,
levels of RMPs and MP-activity were elevated in patients
with leukocytosis >10×109/l, respectively (p=0.015,
p=0.021).

In multivariate analyses, only male sex and tobacco
smoking were the thrombotic risk factors associated with
increased levels of MP-activity, (p=0.001, p=0.033,
respectively). Also, these models showed a statistically
significant relation between PMPs count and platelet count
(p<0.001) and hematocrit value (p=0.007). In addition, levels
of MP-activity were significantly related to hematocrit value
(p<0.001).

Regarding thrombotic complications, patients who had
thrombosis anytime had higher pathological levels of MP-
activity than thrombosis-free patients (median: 13.5 vs. 12.8
nmol/l, p=0.012). However, when analyzing MPs results in
the 29 patients who had thrombotic complications during the
follow-up, no significant differences were found.

MPs levels were further analyzed in the context of
cytoreductive treatment at the time of blood sampling (Table
III). Samples obtained when using cytoreduction showed a
significantly lower PMPs count than those obtained when no
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Table II. Evaluation of values of PMPs, RMPs, and MP-activity in MPN patients according to the presence of thrombotic risk factors and in relation
to blood count.

PMPs (MPs/μl)1 RMPs (MPs/μl)1 MP-activity (nmol/l)1

Gender
Male (n=91) 1,031 (509-1,999) 48 (26-86) 14.3 (10.9-19.9)***
Female (n=115) 993 (450-1,931) 48.5 (23.5-90) 11.6 (9-16.1)

Age at MPN diagnosis (years)
>60 (n=87) 1012.5 (504-2,005) 49 (26-94) 13.8 (10.6-19.5)**
≤60 (n=119) 990.5 (469-1,922) 48 (24-87) 12.4 (8.9-16.5)

Tobacco smoking
Yes (n=57) 964 (499-2,186) 48 (23-85) 13.7 (11.2-20.6)**
No (n=149) 1026.5 (463-1,917) 49 (25-90) 13.1 (9.6-17)

History of thrombosis before MPN diagnosis
Yes (n=37) 1087 (627-2,186) 46.5 (26-114) 14.1 (10.9-19.5)*
No (n=169) 990.5 (457-1,918.5) 48 (25-87) 12.8 (9.4-17.7)

JAK2V617F mutation
Positive (n=155) 1063.5 (510-1,997.5)* 49 (25-92.5) 13.2 (9.8-18.7)
Negative (n=51) 779 (412-1,585) 46 (23-86) 12.9 (8.9-16.3)

Platelets at MPs examination (×109/l)
>400 (n=101) 1,163 (616-2,249)*** 51 (23-87) 13.4 (10.3-18.6)
≤400 (n=105) 825.5 (378-1,590) 48 (26-91) 12.8 (8.9-17.6)

Hematocrit at MPs examination
>45% (n=41) 1,297 (699-2,395)** 59.5 (29-110.5) 16.9 (11.2-22.8)***
≤45% (n=65) 945 (428-1,825) 47 (24-86) 12.5 (9.2-16.5)

Leukocytes at MPs examination (×109/l)
>10 (n=76) 969 (411-1,906) 55 (31-98)* 13.8 (10.66-19.9)*
≤10 (n=130) 1007.5 (499-1,956) 46 (23-85) 12.8 (9.24-16.49)

1Values denote median and interquartile range. MPs: Microparticles; PMPs: platelet microparticles; RMPs: erythrocyte microparticles; MP-activity:
procoagulant activity of microparticles. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.



cytoreduction was used (p=0.018). The effect of the most
commonly used cytoreductive monotherapies (ANA, HU) on
the levels of MPs was studied (Table III). When only ANA
was received at blood sampling, significantly lower PMPs
and MP-activity levels were detected (both p=0.011). By
contrast, when only HU was used, no significant differences
were found in MPs levels. The clinical and laboratory
characteristics of patients with HU or ANA monotherapy are
shown in Table IV. Patients in the HU arm were significantly
older and presented more frequently with thrombotic events
before diagnosis and JAK2V617F mutation than patients in
the anagrelide arm. PMPs and MP-activity levels were
significantly lower in the anagrelide arm, respectively
(p=0.014, p=0.01).

Discussion

The prothrombotic state of MPN patients is a multifactorial
matter. It stems also from the increased amenability of blood
cells and endothelial cells to apoptosis or activation (15),
which trigger the production of MPs (16). The expression of
the negatively charged phosphatidylserine (PS) on the
surface of MPs facilitates the assembly of coagulation factors
that contain positively charged domains, such as factors II,
VII, IX, and X (17). MPs have been suggested to be used in
predicting thrombosis in patients with malignancies (18). In
MPN, a similar suggestion has been made after reporting
higher values of MPs in patients with thrombosis (6, 7, 14).
Our MPN patients had significantly higher pathological
values of MP-activity and higher levels of both PMPs and
RMPs compared to healthy individuals. This is consistent
with other studies reporting higher MP-activity (5-7) and
higher MPs count (4, 8).

Previously, Charpentier et al. reported that according to the
IPSET-thrombosis score, high-risk thrombocythemia patients
had higher MPs counts than intermediate- or low-risk patients
(19). In our study, the values of MPs were evaluated based
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Table III. Levels of MPs and procoagulant activity in relation to cytoreductive treatment in MPN patients.

PMPs (MPs/μl)1 RMPs (MPs/μl)1 MP-activity (nmol/l)1

Cytoreductive therapy when blood sampling
Yes (n-s=421) 963 (438-1,906)* 51 (25-88) 12.8 (9.43-18.1)
No (n-s=137) 1,174 (571-2,254) 45 (24-101) 13.8 (9.9-18.92)

Anagrelide-monotherapy when blood sampling
Yes (n-s=206) 804 (354-1,725)* 45 (23-82) 11.93 (8.9-15.87)*
No (n-s=267) 1,017 (494-2,121) 49 (25-101) 13.8 (9.94-19.5)

Hydroxyurea-monotherapy when blood sampling
Yes (n-s=94) 1015 (477-2,264) 58 (23-118) 14.11 (10.3-20.5)
No (n-s=378) 943 (415-1,811) 46 (24-84) 12.9 (9.5-17.7)

1Values denote median and interquartile range. PMPs: Platelet microparticles; RMPs: erythrocyte microparticles; MP-activity: procoagulant activity
of microparticles; n-s: number of samples. *p<0.05.

Table IV. Clinical and laboratory characteristics of patients receiving
anagrelide or hydroxyurea as a cytoreductive monotherapy.

Anagrelide Hydroxyurea p-Value
arm (n=73) arm (n=37)

Age at MPN diagnosis                       
Median (IQR) 51 (42.5-63) 73 (66-78)         <0.001
>60 years, n (%) 19 (26) 29 (78.4)          <0.001

Gender                       
Female, n (%) 40 (54.1) 18 (48.6)             0.542

Mutation                       
JAK2V617F, n (%) 48 (65.8) 35 (94.6)             0.001

MPN subtype                       
PV, n (%) 8 (11) 16 (43.2)          <0.001
ET, n (%) 52 (71.2) 15 (40.5)               
PMF, n (%) 13 (17.8) 6 (16.2)                

Thrombosis                       
Anytime, n (%) 23 (31.5) 21 (56.8)             0.011
Before MPN 10 (13.7) 14 (37.8)             0.004
diagnosis, n (%)

At MPN diagnosis, 6 (8.2) 5 (13.5)              0.382
n (%)

During follow-up, 11 (15.1) 7 (18.9)              0.606
n (%)

Cardiovascular risk 
factors

At least one, n (%) 57 (78.1) 35 (94.6)             0.036
IPSET-thrombosis score

Low, n (%) 18/51 (35.3) 0/15 (0)              0.008
Intermediate, n (%) 4/51 (7.8) 0/15 (0)                
High, n (%) 29/51 (56.9) 15/15 (100)             

MPs values1                       
PMPs (MPs/μl) 828 (359-1761) 963.5 (450-2233)      0.014
RMPs (MPs/μl) 45 (23-79) 52.5 (22.5-115)       0.167
MP-activity (nmol/l) 12.45 (8.9-16.46) 15.14 (10.58-20.88)    0.01

1Values denote median and interquartile range, in anagrelide arm: n=73 and
in hydroxyurea arm: n=37. IQR: Interquartile range; MPN:
myeloproliferative neoplasms; PV: polycythemia vera; ET: essential
thrombocythemia; PMF: primary myelofibrosis; IPSET-thrombosis:
International Prognostic Score for thrombosis for ET; MPs: microparticles;
PMPs: platelet microparticles; RMPs: erythrocyte microparticles; MP-
activity: procoagulant activity of microparticles. Significant p-Values are
shown in bold.



on the presence of different thrombotic risk factors in MPN
patients. The definite risk factors, including age >60 years
and previous history of thrombosis, in conjunction with
cardiovascular risk factors, including tobacco smoking,
hypertension, and diabetes mellitus, have been associated
with a higher risk of thrombosis in MPN patients (20, 21).
Regarding the sex variable, some studies demonstrated that
males are at a higher risk of developing thrombosis (20, 21),
while others reported females to be at higher risk (22, 23).
Our results showed that tobacco smoking and male sex are
associated with higher pathological MP-activity. The clinical
implication of these results is supported by the fact that these
conditions are risk factors for thrombosis. Therefore, MPs
may promote thrombogenesis more often and intensely in
vulnerable patients; hence, they may be at a higher risk of
thrombotic complications. 

JAK2V617F is not only a driver mutation contributing to
the clinical and biological characterization of MPN; its
presence or its higher allele burden has also been found to
carry an increased risk of thrombosis in MPN (24, 25). This
mutation may contribute to thrombosis by affecting the
cellular and plasma components of hemostasis (26). The
effect starts from the progenitor cells in the bone marrow,
where the megakaryocyte in a JAK2V617F knock-in mouse
model of ET showed an increased ability of migratory
activity and proplatelet formation, suggesting a change in the
biological character of mutated cells (27). The produced
platelets in mutated patients were also shown to circulate in
an activated status, enhancing thrombin generation and
amplifying further platelet activation leading to a vicious
circle (28, 29). The status of activation has also been
described for leukocytes and endothelial cells, and elevated
plasma markers of thrombosis, including TF, d-dimer, MPs,
and the status of acquired protein C resistance have been
reported in association with JAK2V617F mutation (29-31).
We observed that plasma levels of PMPs, but not RMPs,
were significantly higher in JAK2V617F-mutated patients. In
a study by Zhang et al., JAK2V617F mutation was associated
with an increased level of PMPs, but no significant
difference was observed for RMPs, endothelial MPs, or TF-
positive MPs (8). These results can explain the contribution
of JAK2V617F mutation to the hypercoagulable state in MPN
by supporting its mechanism of inducing persistent platelet
activation leading to a proportional increase of PMPs (29).
We found that average MP-activity levels were higher in
JAK2V617F-mutated patients, though the difference was not
statistically significant. Repeated measurements of MPs were
performed for all MPN patients, including JAK2V617F
positive; thus, the examination was made in various stages
of the disease and intensity of treatment. Due to the high risk
of thrombosis in the presence of JAK2V617F mutation,
treatment can be intensified in order to prevent thrombosis.
According to the individual risk assessment for each patient,

treatment may include cytoreductive and antithrombotic
therapy. It can be assumed that anticoagulant and antiplatelet
therapy may have a greater effect on the procoagulant
activity of MPs than on their count. Based on the literature,
an effect of antiplatelet therapy on MP-activity can be
assumed (32); however, its effect on the number of MPs
remains inconsistent (33, 34). This study was conducted on
a real cohort of MPN patients, so the isolated effect of each
type of treatment on MP activity cannot be assessed. 

Blood cell counts are debatable risk factors of thrombosis
in MPN, with many diversities in the literature regarding their
thrombosis-predicting thresholds. Therefore, we analyzed the
values of MPs in context with the therapeutic targets
recommended to achieve a complete hematologic response in
ET and PV patients: platelets (≤400×109/l); hematocrit
(<45%); and leukocytes (<10×109/l) (35). In several studies,
increased thrombotic occurrence in MPN patients was
observed when exceeding these limits for platelets (36),
hematocrit (37), and leukocytes (38). Our patients with higher
values during the follow-up presented with significantly
higher pathological MP-activity and/or higher MPs count than
patients having blood counts within these limits. Thrombotic
risk in PV is correlated to hematocrit level due to
erythrocytes’ effect on blood viscosity (39) and because
erythrocytes can induce platelet activation leading to the
increased procoagulant activity necessary for thrombosis,
which has been recently demonstrated in a mouse model (40).
Consistent with this notion, we found that PMPs and MP-
activity levels were dependent on hematocrit value, in
addition to the dependence of PMPs levels on platelet count.
These results emphasize the role of blood elements and their
crosstalk in the prothrombotic tendency in MPN patients.

The potential contribution of MPs to the hypercoagulable
state in MPN has been demonstrated in several studies where
high MP-activity levels were linked to the state of
“thrombomodulin-resistance” observed in MPN patients (5).
Moreover, high MPs count in ET has been associated with
increased thrombin generation, increased peak height, and
shortened lag time (4). We evaluated the direct relationship
between MPs values and thrombotic complications in our
cohort. Regardless of type or time of occurrence, patients
who had thrombosis had significantly higher pathological
MP-activity than thrombosis-free patients. Analyses of MPs
results in patients who had thrombotic complications during
the follow-up revealed that the levels of MPs did not differ
significantly from patients without such events, which can
be due to the received treatment.

In literature, cytoreductive therapy has been shown to
significantly decrease the level of MPs (14, 19) and MP-
activity (5, 6). Our results showed a significant decrease in
the levels of MPs in blood samples obtained when
cytoreductive treatment was used. This impact of
cytoreduction on the levels of MPs may explain why there
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was no significant difference in their levels between patients
with or without thrombosis during the follow-up. Reduction
of MP levels and their procoagulant activity seems to be an
effect of cytoreduction treatment through which the risk of
thrombotic complications may be reduced. However, results
regarding MPs and thrombosis during the follow-up should
be treated with caution because of the small number of
patients with thrombosis in this period (29 patients).
Considering that ANA and HU were the most used agents in
our cohort, we compared the effect of these two agents on
MPs results. The levels of PMPs and MP-activity were
significantly lower in the ANA arm than in the HU arm.
Despite the major limitation here of having a low number of
patients treated with either drug, our results seem to be
consistent with the findings of Taniguchi et al., where ANA
tended to reduce the levels of MPs more effectively than HU
(14). However, the present study was not designed to
compare the efficacy of these agents due to the small number
of patients treated with these agents as monotherapy. As
shown in Table IV, patients in the HU arm were significantly
older than those in the ANA arm. In addition, HU patients
presented more frequently with JAK2V617F mutation,
cardiovascular risk factors, and a history of thrombosis; thus,
they were considered high-risk patients and received HU as
recommended (41). These risk factors are associated with
increased levels of MPs in our study. The different
mechanisms of action of both drugs are another factor
influencing the levels of MPs. Inhibiting megakaryocyte
differentiation and platelet activity by ANA can decrease
platelet level, and so the levels of platelet-derived MPs in the
plasma (42). On the other hand, HU is a non-alkylating anti-
metabolite agent that blocks DNA synthesis, leading directly
to cell apoptosis or secondarily can cause macrocytosis with
expanded cell surface; in both cases, the cell becomes more
prone to produce MPs (43). Due to the low number of
patients treated with these drugs as monotherapy, the effect
of these drugs in reducing the risk of thrombosis cannot be
assessed only based on our results. 

A limitation of this study is that in most patients, the
examination of MPs was not performed at the time of MPN
diagnosis, that is, before initiating the cytoreductive
treatment. Examination of MPs under such conditions may
accurately reveal the effect of treatment on the levels of
MPs. Moreover, examination of MPs was performed within
regular time intervals, i.e., at different disease stages and
treatment intensity degrees, which may have affected the
results of MPs in some patients. Another limitation is the
small number of patients who had thrombotic complications
during the follow-up, although from a clinical point of view,
this is a success in MPN management. However, further
prospective studies are needed to investigate MPs in a larger
MPN cohort with different settings in which MPs can be
evaluated before and after therapy initiation.

Conclusion

In the present study, BCR/ABL1-negative MPN patients had
higher values of MPs than the healthy population. MPs
values were elevated in the presence of thrombotic risk
factors, including age >60 years, history of thrombosis,
JAK2V617F mutation, tobacco use, and male sex. Our results
showed that preserving hematocrit, platelets, and leukocytes
within the recommended therapeutic limits is crucial.
Exceeding these limits may cause elevation of MPs, which
possibly increases the risk of thrombosis. It can be concluded
that the prothrombotic state of MPN patients is complex and
multifactorial and that MPs may play a role in inducing
thrombosis. During the follow-up, patients with thrombotic
complications presented with no difference in MPs levels
compared to patients without such events. Cytoreductive
therapy may be responsible for these results. 

Further prospective studies are needed to clarify the
relationship between MPs and thrombotic occurrence in
relation to the diagnosis, disease stage, and treatment level
of intensity. Such studies can clarify the value of MPs in
predicting thrombosis in these patients.
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